
Craft ideas for New Year's Eve
Instructions No. 1861
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 1 hour

New Year's Eve is a great occasion to get really creative again. Because on New Year's Eve the home is often decorated with streamers,
balloons and other decorative elements. In these instructions we show you various ideas how to prepare your home for New Year's Eve.

Cut the Kraft paper to 7 by 7 cm. Measure the from upper and lower edges at approx. 1.5 cm and make an incision there with a cutter knife or scalpel. This is
where the sparklers will be inserted later. Punch out stars in different colours and sizes with the Craft Punchset. Stick stickers as you like and attach the stars
to the Kraft paper-cards with double-sided Adhesive tapeadhesive tape 

Insert two sparklers per card with the handles facing up and stick stars on the top wire. With a Fineliners you can finally label the cards.

At 0 o'clock on New Year's Eve you toast with your loved ones with a delicious drink. So that nobody loses sight of their glass, individual Coaster can be
designed 

Whether with the names of the party guests, a funny saying or a picture suitable for New Year's Eve - these made of cork Coasteroffer an incredible amount of
space for design. With a pencil you can paint your desired motif or a slogan on the cork coasters. Tip: If you don't dare to write on the surface by hand, you can
print out the desired lettering or motif and Coaster transfer it onto the coasters using graphite paper 



Let the crayon heat up and start to trace the lines you have drawn. If you want to change the Lace branding, use a pair of pliers to carefully unscrew the tip.
Once all lines are burned into the cork, excess pencil lines can be removed with the eraser. Cheers to the new year of handicrafts!

Article number Article name Qty
544313 VBS Craft punch "Stars", set of 3 1
86206601 Glitter paper "Glamour Mix" 1
581134 Sticker "Good Luck" 1
644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1
762410 Pigma Micron case, set of 3 1
132824 Hobby scalpel 1
706674-17 Photo cardboardOrange 1
706674-30 Photo cardboardLight blue 1
580120 Brandmark piston in wooden box 1
281065 VBS Cork coasters, 25 pieces 1
852357 Graphite Pencils, set of 4 1
560566 Graphite paper 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/newsletter/
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